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'The main function of  the 
school lies in offering 
opportunities and an 
environment in which a 
child can explore freely, 
along many lines, and 
create in many media. In 
doing he will utilize his 
natural instinctive 
energies in the acquiring 
of  skills and the building 
of  interests.' 
Froebel Publication 1949 
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Traditional vs. 21st Century
Learning Environment



Role of  Technology

“Personalization has and can take 
place without technology, but not at 
scale. Technology dramatically 
increases a teacher's ability to 
identify and manage the needs of  
many students, and for students to 
access a large variety of  
interventions, content, resources, 
and learning opportunities 
everywhere at anytime.

- Innovate to Educate: System [Re]Design for 
Personalized Learning. A Report from the 
2010 Symposium. SIIA, ASCD, and CCSSO



Virtual 
Classroom

Physical Classroom

Blended 
Learning

Environment

Defining Blended Learning



What is Blended Learning?

Blended Learning 
is the Integration of  Digital 
Content, Resources and Web 
2.0 Tools into classroom 
Instructional Practice to 
Enhance, Expand and 
Transform Student Outcomes.

OUR
DEFINITION



Benefits of  
Blended Teaching & Learning



iPads Perfect 1:1 Device

 Personal and Engaging

 Mobile and Fast

 Low Cost and Durable

 High Quality and Green

 Multimedia Access

 Powerful Creation Tool!



iPad 2: 500,000 APPs with
unlimited classroom uses

Students used iPocket
Draw to create scale 
drawings of  the cars 
they would build.



Classroom Time is Project-based, Student-centered 
Learning in Action!



Unlimited Uses
• Notebook, Writing Tool
• Dictionary / Thesaurus
• Calendar / Homework
• eMail / Chat
• Graphic Organizer
• File Storage
• Graphing Calculator
• eReader
• Camera/ Video Camera
• Video Conferencing
• Video Player
• Language Translator
• Assistive Technology
• Drawing Tool/Tablet
• GPS, Mapping
• Create ePub documents
• News/Current Events
• Textbooks
• Personal Response System



Benefits to Teaching & Learning

 Improved Student Engagement

 Increased Communication, 
Collaboration & Responsibility

 Device allows for a wide variety of  
tools to be used for Problem Solving 
& Creativity

 Changes Teachers Role

 Short training times for both teachers 
and students. iPad easily integrates 
into the classroom



"I think that the iPad is the best thing to happen to the school academically between the 
organization, convenience, the resource capacity and everything else!" - Michael

"The iPad helps in math, in social studies, in science, and mostly in english. I think the iPads
have been good for eight grade. Not only good for academics but also for responsibility." -
Zachary

"The iPads are helping in every class and the teachers are teaching very differently. First 
of all we do different types of work; like online research and practice websites. I am able 
to get my work done faster and it usually comes out better than when I didn't have the 
iPad. It is a major help in class." - Matt

"The teachers are teaching much more electronically which I like and I think has really been 
a benefit to me." - Ashley

“The iPad is helping me to learn better and more independently, in all subjects. The 
teachers are letting the students work by themselves, and spend less time speaking in 
front of the class which saves a lot of class time. Since the arrival of the iPads into the 
eight grade; learning has become easier for me." - Madison 
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